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UV light from the ground term of Ti-like ytterbium, tungsten, and bismuth
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~Received 24 September 1999; published 7 April 2000!

We have used an electron-beam ion trap to measure the wavelength of theJ52 –3 magnetic dipole transi-
tion in the 3d4 ground term of Ti-like ytterbium, tungsten, and bismuth. This fills in a gap in previous
measurements along this isoelectronic sequence, as well as extending previous work to the highestZ yet. With
the addition of our results, measurements of this line now cover a sufficient range ofZ to allow an interpolation
of reliable wavelength estimates for the unmeasured members of the isoelectronic sequence fromZ552 to 83.
We provide a table of these wavelengths for each member of the sequence in this range, and compare the
measured wavelengths to recent calculations. Our results show that a long-standing discrepancy between
prediction and experiment disappears in the high-Z limit.

PACS number~s!: 32.30.Jc, 32.10.2f, 52.702m, 31.25.2v
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Since Feldman, Indelicato, and Sugar made the surpri
prediction@1# that a visible–near-uv transition in the groun
term of the Ti-like isoelectronic sequence was nearlyZ inde-
pendent over the upper half of the Periodic Table, sev
experimental measurements were made to test this calc
tion @2–4#. The predicted line arises from anM1 transition
between the lowestJ52 and 3 levels of the 3d4 ground
configuration, and the radiative decay rates are high eno
to make the line reasonably strong under most plasma
ditions. In addition to being a curiosity~transitions of this
sort typically scale asZ4), there is significant interest in
these lines because their unexpected weak dependenceZ
makes them potentially important for plasma diagnos
@1–5#. The unusual nature of these lines also makes th
useful for testing relatively uncharted aspects of many-b
atomic calculations.

The original Dirac-Fock calculations, which included co
relations among allM-shell electrons, disagree with exper
ment by as much as 5% forZ.60 @3#. This is a surprisingly
large discrepancy for such a relativistic calculation of
highly charged ion, the error presumably arising from mi
ing correlation effects. Subsequent calculations@6# for 54
<Z<64, which included correlations via excitations to v
tual subshells, reduced the discrepancy in this range ofZ to
'1.5%. In recent years relativistic many-body atomic cal
lations have improved dramatically@7,8# and it is essential to
have high-quality experimental data over as wide a rang
Z as possible to compare with the calculations. Systems
the Ti-like sequence, where many-body effects are very
portant and the visible transition can be measured accura
are particularly well suited as tests of the theory. In additi
since theJ52-3 optical transition (DE.3 eV) arises from
a small difference between relatively large energiesE
.80 eV for tungsten!, the Ti-like system serves as a goo
test of effects which influence theJ52 and 3 states differ-
ently. Very recent multiconfiguration Dirac-Foch~MCDF!
calculations of this line in the very high-Z ions tungsten and
bismuth@9# provide strong motivation for measuring them

Electron-beam ion traps~EBIT’s! are versatile tools for
measuring atomic properties over an extremely wide ra
of charge states. There have been measurements of tJ
52 –3 line previously reported for five different Ti-like ions
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four in the range from Xe (Z552) to Gd (Z564) @2,3# and
a single measurement at Au (Z579) @4#. Some of these mea
surements were confirmed in subsequent experiments in
dependent labs@10,11#. Reference@11# also provided an in-
teresting qualitative explanation for the unusually weakZ
dependence of this line. The goal of this study was to m
sure wavelengths nearZ570 and aboveZ580 in order to
provide data over the entire region of the isoelectronic
quence where the line exists. The experimental arrangem
is similar to that described in previous measurements@3#.
Cylindrical high-voltage drift tube electrodes surroundi
the trap region provide the accelerating potential for a n
row, intense electron beam which is confined by a 3T mag-
netic field. A metal vapor vacuum arc~MEVVA ! source pro-
duces low-charged Yb, W, or Bi ions, which are injected in
the EBIT, trapped, and further ionized by the electron bea
The spectrometer we used is a 0.3-m focal length Czer
Turner scanning monochrometer with a linear dispersion
2.6 nm/mm, coupled to a cooled, blue-sensitive photomu
plier @3#. At the operating temperature of225 °C, the back-
ground count rate for the photomultiplier was 3 or 4 Hz. T
charge state of interest was optimized by adjusting the e
tron energy to be just below the ionization potentials of t
ion, which were calculated to be 4246 eV for Yb481,
4920 eV for W521, and 6662 for Bi611 @12#. For the ytter-
bium and tungsten measurements, nitrogen was introdu
into the trap to provide low-mass, low-charged ions f
evaporative cooling of the heavy, highly charged ions@13#.
During the bismuth measurement, we found that weak li
in some charge state of nitrogen were blended with the
like bismuth line, so argon was used as a cooling gas. In
cases, the gas was expanded into the trap region throu
3.2-mm-diameter hole 16 cm from the trap, from a cham
at ;1.331024 Pa.

In these measurements, the identification of theJ52-3
line was aided by the fact that the line disappeared when
MEVVA ion loading was stopped, and that the threshold
observation of the measured lines was at the ionization
ergy for the production of the ion.~See Fig. 1 for the energy
dependence of the tungsten line, and Fig. 2 for the spec!
Due to the presence of the electron beam, there is a sp
charge correction which decreases the actual energy of
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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electrons in the trap region, and this shift in the accelera
potential has been included in the data of Fig. 1. At opera
conditions of 90 mA and;5kV, the space-charge offset
calculated to be2220 V. This estimate does not include th

FIG. 1. Plot of the intensity of the observedJ52-3 M1 tran-
sition in W521 as a function of electron-beam energy. The drift tu
voltage has been corrected for an estimated 220-V space ch
shift. The dashed line represents the ionization potential for W511

~i.e., the threshold for production of W521), and the dotted line
represents the ionization potential for the Ti-like state, W521.

FIG. 2. Selected parts of the observed spectra during the y
bium, tungsten, and krypton measurements. The spectrometer
in these measurements were 300mm, and each peak represents
average of four scans.
05450
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partial neutralization of the electron beam by the ions, a
therefore the shifted electron energies serve as lower bou
We note that while the addition of the cooling gas increa
the total number of metal ions~Yb, W, or Bi! in the trap, it
usually lowers the average charge state at a given beam
ergy ~due to charge exchange with the neutral gas!. With the
cooling gas, the electron-beam energy which maximizes
given charge state is raised to higher values. This fact ca
seen in Fig. 1, where the maximum signal intensity from
W521 occurs at a beam energy above the ionization poten
for the ion. We note that the bismuth line had the corr
threshold, and disappeared when the MEVVA ion loadi
stopped, but the intensity did not decrease even when
beam energy was as high as 10 kV, which is significan
above the ionization potential for Ti-like bismuth. We a
tribute this behavior to the increased charge exchange c
section for the highly charged Bi611, which pushes the
charge-state balance to lower charges.

During the ytterbium and tungsten measurements,
calibration of the spectrometer was checkedin situ against
two previously measured lines in Kr which are on either s
of the two Ti-like lines that we measured: th
3s23p3 3D3/2–

2D5/2 line in Kr211 at 346.47~6! nm @14#, and
the 3s23p2 3P1–3P2 line in Kr221 at 384.09~3! nm @15#.
All four lines were measured with 300-mm entrance and exi
slits on the spectrometer, but the Yb and the 384-nm Kr lin
were also measured with 150 and 100-mm slits in order to
measure slit-dependent systematics. During the tungsten
the calibration lines indicated a 0.2-nm systematic offse
wavelengths, possibly due to misalignment of the spectro
eter. The tungsten data were therefore shifted to correct
this offset. In the bismuth measurement, nearby transition
N31 were also used for calibration: the three lines aris
from the 3S-3P multiplet of the 3s-3p transition array at
347.87, 348.30, and 348.49 nm@16#. The bismuth and cali-
bration spectra were taken with 250-mm slits in order to be
able resolve the closely spaced nitrogen lines.

One interesting aspect of the Ti-like sequence is that
J54 level, which is the highest energy level of the grou
term at low Z, crosses both theJ53 and 2 levels asZ is
increased. Unfortunately, at highZ the unobserved UVJ
54-3 transition competes with theJ52-3 transition we ob-
serve, and atZ574 ~tungsten! the branching ratio to theJ
52 level drops to only 16%@17#. With entrance and exit
slits of 300 mm, the maximum count rate we observed f
theJ52 –3 line in W521 was only 4 Hz, which is more than
four times smaller than the rate measured on the same lin
Gd421 under similar conditions@3#. For bismuth (Z583)
there is a further factor of 2 decrease in signal, making m
surements of this line in such a high charge state even m
difficult. The combined standard uncertainty (12s level!
arising from the calibration, peak fitting and reproducibili
considerations are 0.15 nm for Yb481 and Bi611 and 0.2 nm
for W521.

The measured wavelength for the 3d4 J52-3 line in
Yb481, W521, and Bi611, along with previously measure
wavelengths for the same transition at differentZ’s, are
shown in Fig. 3. We had previously found@3#, that a scaling
of the electrostatic integrals in the relativistic Cowan co
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@18#, which was linear inZ, described the measured wav
lengths forZ between 52 and 64. Extending this scaling
higher Z but with the scale factor capped at 1.0, howev
failed to provide good agreement, since errors quickly
ceeded 5%. In contrast, MCDF calculations improve
higherZ, as can be seen in Fig. 4, where we have plotted
relative error of the calculations of Indelicato and co-work
@1,17# and of Beck@6,9#. Although the discrepancy betwee
the measurements and theory is not expected to hav
simple functional dependence onZ, it is fairly smooth and
the calculations approach experiment at higherZ. The recent
calculation of Beck atZ583 @9# is in very good agreemen
with our measurement.

With the addition of the three measurements that we
port here, the relatively smooth discrepancy between m
surement and calculation can be used as an estimate o
unmeasured wavelengths for 52<Z<83. In the absence of a
clear functional dependence for the wavelengths, we us
simple cubic spline interpolation to estimate the differen
between the data and the calculated curve shown in Fig
the result is shown in Fig. 4. Using this interpolation, t
wavelengths of the other Ti-like ions in this range ofZ were
estimated, and the resulting values are given in Table I
shown in Fig. 3. We include two points forZ<53 which
involve extrapolations beyond the measured values. It is
ficult to estimate robust errors for the interpolation and
trapolation, but we made consistency checks by remov
each data point individually from the ensemble and rein

FIG. 3. Plot of the measured wavelengths of theJ52-3 M1
transitions in the 3d4 configuration of the Ti-like isoelectronic se
quence~circles!, including the new measurements of Yb481,W521,
and Bi611, which are indicated by arrows.~The measurements fo
Z<64 are from Refs.@2,3#, and the measurement atZ579 is from
Ref. @4#.! The calculations of Refs.@1,17# ~triangles! and @6,9#
~squares! are also shown. The solid curve through the open circ
is a cubic spline of the calculations, and the solid line through
measured points is the estimate described in the text.
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polating to predict the removed point. With the exception
the measured end points atZ554 and 83~which become
extrapolations once the end data points are removed! and the
point of maximum curvature atZ560, the estimated value
are within 0.1% (,0.4 nm) of the measured values. In a
cases~including the extrapolation fromZ579 to 83! the fits
to subsets of the data predict the eliminated points to wit
0.2% (,0.8 nm). We expect the estimates to be more

FIG. 4. Plot of the difference between calculated data and m
surements~see Fig 3!. The circles are from the calculations of Ref
@1,17#, and the squares are from the calculations of Refs.@6,9# The
line through the circles is a cubic interpolation constrained to p
through all the measured points.
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TABLE I. Table of measured and interpolated values for t
wavelengths of theJ52-3 transition within the ground term of th
Ti-like isoelectronic sequence. A conservative estimate for the
certainty in the interpolated values is 0.8 nm.~See the discussion in
the text.! Measured wavelengths are indicated as~a! Ref. @2#, ~b!
Ref. @3#, ~c! this work, and~d! Ref. @4#.

Z l ~nm! Z l ~nm! Z l ~nm!

52 449.4 63 371.9 74~c! 362.6~2!

53 429.6 64~b! 371.3~2! 75 361.0

54~a! 413.9~2! 65 370.8 76 359.2

55 402.2 66 370.3 77 357.4

56~a! 393.2~2! 67 369.8 78 355.3

57 386.5 68 369.2 79~d! 353.2~2!

58 381.4 69 368.5 80 351.1

59 377.8 70~c! 367.64~15! 81 348.9

60~b! 375.3~2! 71 366.5 82 346.6

61 373.6 72 365.3 83~c! 344.29~15!

62 372.6 73 364.0
1-3
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curate than this when all the measured points are used~par-
ticularly for 63,Z,83), and the uncertainty for most poin
is likely to be limited by the 0.2-nm uncertainty in the me
sured wavelengths. Nonetheless, we take 0.8 nm as a co
vative estimate for the uncertainty of the entire range st
ied. Thus the interpolation provides a 0.2% estimate of
lowest Ti-like 3d4 J52-3 transitions for 52<Z<83.
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